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IGNITE Workshops!! 

 

Blue Moon Festival 
  
I got to work with some of my great friends in the ministry in Franklin, TN. Larry Randolph 
has been a good friend in the prophetic ministry for many, many years. We share the same 
ethos regarding the role of the prophet in the New Testament. 
  
Don Potter is one of my all time favorite singer/songwriter/musicians. I love watching and 
engaging with him in a “live” context. He has exceptional presence on stage that 
communicates Jesus in an arresting manner. 
  
I had four sessions at the festival with an assignment to change people’s spiritual 
perception of God and themselves; then to take them on a journey that would involve 
stepping up into another level of relationship with Jesus. 
  
I spoke on “Renewing Your Spiritual Lens”, which is fast becoming iconic in its capacity to 
generate an open heart and willingness to take a fresh look at Jesus outside the confines of 
our religious tradition. 
  
My next messages were concerned with aligning the prophetic with the Gospel and 
practicing how to call people up into their identity and destiny. There were lots of new 
man references and stories as we called up our true identity in the new, true person of 
Christ within. At one point hundreds of people stood up and began cheering and clapping. 
Welcome to the Gospel! 
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Theresa Cooke 
Brilliant Events Director 

My final session was “The Responsive Life” from Radical Permission 1. This looks at how life in the Kingdom really works. 
Everything we do is a response to the initiative that God has already taken. He loves to be intentional and He loves to give 
gifts to His people. All of life is about our responsive connection to His plans and purposes. This is the death of religious 
performance Christianity as we know it, in favor of a loving, joyful, heartfelt responsiveness to the goodness and grace of 
God. 
  
I spent a couple of hours talking to all the young volunteers in a fantastic Q & A session that just happened out of nothing 
in the green room. Laura Randolph was present as questions poured out of young hearts looking for a powerful encounter 
with the living God. 
  
Theresa and I got to meet old friends and make some fabulous new connections that will be joyfully followed up. 
  
4:11 Foundation - 
  
This is a church with a strong passion for church planting and providing resources that empower new churches to grow 
quickly and powerfully into their destiny and application of the gospel. 
  
For 4:11 events they turn the auditorium into a TV studio and record high quality programs that capture the essence of 
the Kingdom and produces beautifully crafted training media for distribution around the world in several languages: 
English, Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese and Russian. 
  
My assignment was to produce twelve teaching seminars plus three Q & A videos, all based on the new man in Christ. I 
had to produce them in a progressive order that built people and churches into a specific lifestyle of spirituality. We had a 
live audience of around 100 people. It was not a conference. It was a film shoot with five programs per day from 9-5. No 
worship. Just an hour-long shoot, a short break and the next program…continuing till the day’s close. Each day ended with 
a living room set and an interview based on any questions arising from that day’s training. 
  
Melissa was with me, watching proceedings, asking questions and making connections. This material will be up on our 
own site shortly. It was a great experience, thoroughly enjoyable. I made some new and valuable connections that I 
expect to follow up on in the coming months. 
  
Thanks for being part of the team! 
Graham 
  

 
  What can I say about our time in Nashville? It was filled with many 

different treats! We had some time to catch up with Larry and 
Laura Randolph and the Jackson family, which are some of our 
favorite people. Met new friends and had divine conversations of 
God’s goodness that only He can design. Thanks to those of you in 
the Warrior class that came to say hi. It’s always so great to meet 
those of you on the frontline enjoying the journey with us. You’re 
awesome! 
  

  
The Blue Moon event took off with a blast.  Graham, in that way he does, covered a lot of really important territory on the 
New Man, Lens Changes and of course, Performance Christianity, which he slayed. It was like being in the movies, watching 
the Gladiator. Just when you thought the head was cut off, it would try to rise up in a different way, sneaking up from 
behind. Graham would turn with one huge, long slice of his sword and sever the head. Then it would try to resurrect itself 
again and away we would go for round three, four then five!!! Gotta say, the only thing missing was the popcorn.  
  
 However, the best was yet to come. After the battle of the dragon, I watched, as people really understood in a more 
profound way how much we are really loved and adored by the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. People’s lenses had been 
changed and hearts had been set free. You could feel the weight of freedom that filled the room. There was a real sense of 
favor and permission to live a joyful kingdom lifestyle vs. Christian performance!!! Mission accomplished. 
  
Theresa Cooke 
  

  

  



This is a church I really enjoy visiting. The conversations with key leaders are always hugely 
interesting. The questions being asked allow us to be present/future in our dialogue and it is 
enormously satisfying to know that the leadership will follow through on what the Holy Spirit 
releases. This is my seventh year of visiting and watching the church grow, take shape and move into 
a greater maturity, which has been a blessing for me. 
 
 
This visit I spoke at three public meetings on the subjects of: 
 
•  The Responsive Life 
•  Qualified to Receive 
•  The Questions That God Asks! 

 
 

The first two messages were from the Radical Permission 1 conference that we did in Bellevue, WA. 
earlier this year. The intention is to eradicate performance Christianity the bane of the usual 
Christian predicament. Trying to earn God’s favor, blessing and approval by service instead of serving 
the Lord from His given place of acceptance.  
 

God is creator, author, initiator and giver all of which must have preeminence in our walk with 
Him. The way we come into salvation is the way it is sustained. He drew us and we reciprocated. 

He initiates, we respond. He gives, we receive. 
 
Out from that we learn to see that in Christ we are pre-qualified to receive. Jesus is our credit rating 
and our DNA is locked in to His nature and way of being with the Father. Jesus is the door into this 
new life in the Spirit and that door never closes. We have a portal into a new, powerful dimension 
within our own spirit. That’s what the Greek word for door (Thura) actually means. A portal, 
gateway, imposing entrance. 
 
Identity theft is the number one crime around the world. What is true in the natural is true in the 
spirit. Someone is stealing you from you! In Christ God has pre-qualified us to receive but we must 
have proof of identity in order to access the favor that comes with Jesus. Agreement creates a 
different reality; new growth that needs repeating, until it becomes our normal experience. 
 

The DNA to receive is locked into our inner man and it empowers us to hone in on the promise 
that unlocks our fullest favor! 

 
Asking questions is a vital way of getting to know people and learning how to process our way 
through all our circumstances. Questions become navigational tools that allow us to reshape our 
story and travel in a new direction never before anticipated. God asks questions of us and it is 
critical that we live in the question that He is currently asking. Living in the question gives us access 
to fresh insight, revelatory truth and wisdom. 
 



The questions God asks allow us to meditate properly as we learn the ways of God in terms of 
perception, mindset and language. I left the church with some serious follow through issues that 
hopefully will empower them into a new place in the Spirit, both corporately and individually. 
 
 
These are the questions I left with C.O.T.H.: 
 
•  Do you believe what I believe about you? 
 
•  When will you prove me? 
 
•  Can you see yourself powerful in Jesus? 
 
•  I love impossible situations; why don’t you let me into yours? 
 
•  When will you learn peace? 
 
•  I am making war on all your negativity; whose side are you on? 
 
•  I put you into Christ so that I could treat you like Him’ what would that look like for you? 
 
•  Do you know that My plan is to make you as amazing as Me? 
 
•  As you renew your mind in the Spirit, what can you see that you could not see before? 
 
•  Is your mindset hostile towards me or open to learn? 
 
•  What do you want Me to be for you now? 
 
•  Are you as ready to receive what I AM delighted to give? 
 
 
I hope you have some adventures and fun with them. Also, please give Allison any questions that 
the Lord is asking of you at this time. Just one line questions; short and sweet! 
 
 
Thanks gang, 
 
Graham 
 



 
In Graham's first set of Radical Permission teachings, he shared the story 
of how the language for "unclaimed upgrades" was highlighted for him.  
Basically, it was because he was not familiar with the travel points system 
and didn't know he could use it to move from economy to first class.  By 
the time he discovered how it worked, he had 93 available upgrades 
waiting for him! 
 
There are many TWC upgrades available to you that are waiting to be 
claimed in our resources.  Just as American Airlines did not come and visit 
Graham's house to say "Hey! Did you know you have all of this available 
to you?", TWC does not chase you down to highlight all the resources you 
could be using.  We certainly try to mention them and encourage you to 
use them, but actually doing that is up to you because part of being a 
warrior is developing the nature of a self-starter. 
 

USING OUR RESOURCES 

One of our chief resources for upgrades can be found in our Training Journals. These contain training and 
support that is exclusive to TWC; a rich treasure available only to you! There are currently 12 of them waiting to 
be claimed on the TWC Member Website, under the "Resources" tab!  Just reviewing the index page highlights 
the upgrades waiting to some very common questions. 
 
Are you interested in upgrading the specifics of your intel?   
Training Journal #5  "The Voice of the Lord" p. 5 
 
What are the tools available for crafting an Identity Statement? 
Training Journal #3 "Discovering Your Kingdom Identity" p. 8 
 
How do the Prayer Points work and become Crafted Prayers? 
Training Journal #10 "Always Getting Answers" p. 5 & 6 
 
Are you feeling that it's time to upgrade your Evidences of Transformation? Or maybe find the tools to 
process your Inheritance Words? 
Training Journal #9 "The Process That Makes Us Rich" is for you! 
 
How does the mentoring process work in TWC? 
Check out Training Journal #12 "Reframing Risk" p. 6 
 
Do you wish you had been able to attend The Warrior Class Training day at Mind of a Saint last year?  The 
content of the teaching shared that day is included in Training Journal #11 "Establishing a Culture". 
 
We understand that TWC is rich in resources and we are empowering your ability to make choices by offering 
more than you will ever be able to fully explore. Having an abundance of resources is one way that we displace 
an "I have to do it all to succeed" mindset with our support of YOU choosing what supports your personal 
development process with the Holy Spirit.   
 
However, we also don't want you to miss the upgrades that are available simply because you didn't explore 
them.  When you have a question about your process or seem to be encountering an obstacle, check out 
the Training Journal index and see if there's an unclaimed upgrade in there waiting for you. 
 
 
 

Allison Bown 
Director of TWC 



 
And join in the many voices that make our Journals so rich by contributing to our upcoming Journal on the culture 
of exploration in TWC by sending in your thoughts on this question: 
 
What have you had to "unlearn" in your TWC process?  
And what have you learned "instead"? 
 
The ability to "unlearn" is key in any process of exploration.  "A mindset can only be displaced with another 
mindset" as Graham has taught us.  Your stories will both clarify your own path of development and encourage 
others. 
 
Then, when a future TWC member is wondering what we mean by "unlearning", we can simply direct them to 
Training Journal #13.  Maybe it will be YOUR wisdom and experience that helps unlock the next piece of their 
development! 
 
In the meantime, make checking out your "unclaimed upgrades" a part of your regular TWC experience by visiting 
our Training Journal resources frequently. 
 
With joy, 
Allison 
 
You can send your answer to the current Training Journal questions above to Lecia Retter at  
submissions@twclass.org by Sept. 10th 
 

Upgrades Our Members are Finding! 
 

 

From TWC Training Journal #12,  page 12 

"Remember, this is God attacking the things that have been attacking you.  

It is not the enemy attacking your health, it is God attacking the thing that  

makes you unhealthy. He will release healing gifts and miracles as you learn how to respond to Him. " 

How many times have we prayed for healing and rebuked the enemy for attacking us physically when it 

may be God saying something else and we need to connect with his heart, get out of denial, and maybe 

say no to that cookie! - Doris Chapman 

 

 

From TWC Training Journal #9 

"We've got to establish victory as a lifestyle. It can't be just situational overcoming. That's just the first 

step. Then you have to do it again and again, until you love getting victory and are not weary in the 

battle. It's where you learn the reality of what you're called to fight. Do you know that yet? How many of 

your prophetic words are you actually living in? These are great questions and conversations to be 

having.“ 

 

The 2nd question is in all caps for me. Can just hear it: "So, beloved, how many of your words are you 

ACTUALLY living right now? Let's review them and determine what needs upgraded so you ARE living 

them." - Janice Riley 
 



IGNITE WORKSHOPS 
SCHEDULE 

2014 
   
Portland, OR / Vancouver, WA area 
Contact person: Christine Taylor 
ctaylor1410@gmail.comm 
November 15, 2014 

  

  
2015 
  
Livingston, TX: (Houston area) 
Contact person: Debby Schmidt 
Debby@livingstonriveroflife.com 
January 10th 2015 
  

  

 

If you wish to attend any of these workshops or would like to help promote the IGNITE WORKSHOPS in 

your church please contact the coordinator/contact person. More locations are on their way. Stay tuned… 

Why do I want spread IGNITE  
in my community? 

 
My community has become lodged in my heart, as I watch 
the Lord building His army of more than conquerors 
(currently there are at least 6 TWC members in the 
Portland/Vancouver area, with more applying). I feel a 
building sense of expectancy for what He wishes to do 
here. The women whom I connected with during the 
small groups for  Mind of a Saint are enlarging their own 
territories and calling other up as they recognize the 
freedom and permission in Graham's teachings. Each one 
has felt the need to share what they have gained.  
 

They were the spark that led to bringing Allison here. 
Their response to my query was immediate and joy filled 

as each woman has her group to bring with her.  
 
The numbers of invitees is increasing daily. Clearly a Holy 
Spirit fire is about to break out!  
 
Christine Taylor 
Portland, OR / Vancouver, WA area 

 

After hearing about problems and issues about Hagerstown for 
years, I've begun to see those problems as presents from Papa 
that I get to unwrap. Realizing there is so much promise and 
provision in response to those problems means Papa is up to 
something HUGE in this region.  
 
IGNITE is the perfect opportunity to open the eyes of this 
community to see the promise instead of the problem in every 
situation. 
 
Janice Riley 
 

 
 

 
"God is Igniting Denver.  Since Graham spoke "The Water Level is 
Rising" over Denver there has been an atmosphere of acceleration of 
the Spirit. Since I mentioned Allison coming, I have had an 
overwhelming response. People groups who have been squashed by 
the religious spirit are thirsty and uniting for something new." 
 
Jane Love 
Denver, CO area 

Denver, Colorado area 
Contact person: Jane Love 
jlo47@icloud.com 
Wednesday-Saturday. March 4-7 

Northern Maryland / Southern 
Pennsylvania 



Meet Sonda Hansen… Each month in Frontline, we will be sharing about 

the story and journey of one of our members.   

My husband Joel and I have been on this wonderful Warrior Class 
experience together. He and I are both 4th generation believers and 
have buckets of blessing poured out over our lives because of it. We 
currently live in Georgia but have lived all over. I am a stay-at-home 
mom to three beautiful children, the most recent addition we 
received this July in China.  
 
I am discovering: 
My true identity and behaving accordingly. One of my identity 
statements is that I am a teacher, strong and mature of spirit. In the 
past, when people have sought me out for advice or mentoring, I 
always back-peddled and tried to defer and deflect them away from 
me. But now I acknowledge that this is part of who I am. People will 
be drawn to me and I am now more accepting of it.  I have a calm 
confidence with ridiculous quantities of joy and laughter attached.  

 
 

My Identity Statement: 
 
·  I am a Joseph. The LORD keeps adding to me favor, dreams, children, wealth, fruitfulness, strength in battle, shepherding 
skills, and over-the-top multi-generational blessings. I have been given a coat of many colors which represents MANY mantles, 
many layers of identity.  
 
·  I am a Warrior-Bride: beloved, joyous, and bad-ass.  
 
·  I am Papa’s long-term investment. The path to health and longevity are open to me. Wisdom multiplies my days and adds 
years to my life. Healing pours out of me to others.  
 
·  I am a teacher of the ancient ways, strong and mature of spirit.  
 
·  I am a writer, accurately evaluating the moves of the Spirit.  
 
·  I am a joyful tactical intercessor, bridging the gap, reaching the disconnected within the community through education and 
kingdom government.  
  
Reframing Risk: 
In regard to the adoption of our daughter from China, when we initially received her file, I prayed about accepting this 
particular child and I heard NOTHING. For the first time, instead of battling confusion and frustration, I understood this was a 
GREEN light and to go ahead. Months later, now we are holding our precious daughter in our arms and are delighted in His 
process!  We had waited and prayed for her for about 8 years. When the time came, it was as easy as walking through an open 
door. We were very mindful that each moment felt like God’s hand of provision had prepared every step for us. The ease of 
the transition has been supernatural and we accept the gift joyously. 
 
Becoming the Beloved:  
I embrace being the Beloved Warrior Bride. Joy in the journey has unlocked the struggle within and set me free to walk in 
delight. I no longer am destination-focused. I am Presence-focused.  I am bound eternally to Christ by the bonds of love. I am 
learning how to abide in, explore, and discover all that He is. I love loving Him and I love being loved by Him outrageously. All 
striving has dissolved. It is beautiful beyond words. 
 
What does it feel like to become the Beloved? 
Strength. Vigor. Feisty with the enemy. Playful with my Lover. Deeply rested. Completely loved and accepted and safe. 
 



Coming Soon:  
Secrets of a Warrior 

CD Set 
 

Allison's new teaching series, Secrets of a Warrior: Encounters with 

Majesty that Keep Us Renewed Continually will be released in a few 

weeks at Brilliant Book House.   

 

Much of the teaching comes from our TWC experience and will 

encourage you in your Warrior's experience.   

 

Look for it soon! 

Secrets of a Warrior 
By: Allison Bown 


